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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths
5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• Progress notes

• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 
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Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan



Goal 1:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact
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Plan 
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2
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and prioritise
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Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 2:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Plan 
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3
Determine 
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Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 3:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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NQS links Task Steps involved Timeline Responsibility Resourcing Completed

National Quality Framework responsibilities 
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Learning improvement goal 1:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?

Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 2:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approved by director/principal

Approved by governing council chairperson

Approved by education director 

Approvals


	Service name: PORT LINCOLN CHILDREN'S CENTRE
	Service approval number: SE-00010806
	Text2: Barngarla 
	Context: Port Lincoln is a city on the lower Eyre Peninsula, South Australia. It is situated on the shore of Boston Bay, which opens eastward into Spencer Gulf. It is the largest city in the West Coast region, and is located approximately 280 km as the crow flies from the State's capital city of Adelaide or 646 km by road.   The main industry in Port Lincoln is fishing and farming. Within the Port Lincoln partnership, there are 5 other Department for Education preschools and 8 Department for Education schools. There are also 2 non- Government Schools.The Port Lincoln Children's Centre kindy program opened in 1966 in a hall on Kooyonga Avenue for Aboriginal children; it later relocated to Third Avenue before moving to its current location in 1996 to become an Integrated service offering a Childcare program for our community. It was the foresight of the Aboriginal community elders in 1995 to seek assistance from the Commonwealth Government to establish a Childcare program to support Aboriginal families in our community. In November 2016, we celebrated our 50th Anniversary for our kindy program and 20th Anniversary for our Childcare program.  We are proud of our strong connections with the Aboriginal community and the deep sense of belonging the Port Lincoln Children's Centre creates for our families. We have an excellent representation of Aboriginal parents on our Management Committee. They meet on a monthly basis to make decisions to support curriculum planning, purchasing of resources, review policies, monitor finances, staffing and attend to work health and safety requirements. We value our connection to our community, we support community events as a whole site and our events on site are well attended and supported, not only by our centre community but by our Aboriginal community. Our connection and respect for country is reflected in all aspects of our outdoor spaces and learning environments. This is portrayed in our Philosophy Statement which is prominently displayed in our front entrance. Currently we have 37 children in our 3 and 4 year old kindy programs, including 34 who are Aboriginal children.   We are a category 1 preschool site with 1:10 staff to child ratio in kindy and a physical capacity of 32.  The capacity for the whole site is 53 however it is a shared floor space between kindy and childcare programs. We are currently entitled to 1.0 Director, 1.0 teacher.  All children attending our kindy programs have their speech and language assessed in their first term of preschool. We believe we need to teach children about the history of Australia and gaining their ideas and thoughts of how Aboriginal people lived before Captain Cook came to Australia. This is a significant inclusion to our planning to teach children about our history as a nation in a manner that is easy for them to understand. We review our Philosophy Statement and NQS annually as a whole site team including childcare, we invite families and Governing Committee members to participate to have input in our ongoing improvement planning. We focus on children's mental health and well-being which is significantly supported by the `Fill a bucket' concept implemented from 2017.   Our whole site priorities for 2020 are Relationships, Children's mental health and well-being, Literacy & Numeracy, sustainability and connecting with our community. There is parking in the front of the building for parents and visitors as well as parking at the rear for our staff.  We are a Risk 2 (R2) site:  on forecast of CATASTROPHIC the  Port Lincoln Children's Centre is closed.  
	Statement of Philosophy: Port Lincoln Children's Centre supports Aboriginal culture, lifestyles and child rearing practices by valuing parents and extended families and acknowledging and respecting the cultural heritage that children, families and staff bring to the centre. We will refer to the articles in the child friendly UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.We believe:- Every child has the right to secure, trusting, nurturing relationships (article 1,2,3,19)  - In respect for children, families, each other and the environment (article 29), - Families are important, they are the main educators and caregivers (article 5, 28)  - In equality, equity, fairness and diversity (article 19, 23,30) - In being responsive to children, parent, staff and community voice (article 12,13,17) - That children have the right to positive play and rest throughout the day (article 31) - All children are capable and competent learners (article 28,29) - In play based learning (article 13, 28, 29) - In the importance of staff developing and maintaining trusting relationships with children, families and each other (article 3, 4, 29) - Healthy eating is essential for physical and mental development (article 24), - Every child has the right to be safe (article 19), - Every child has the right to challenge their capabilities (article 29).We will:- Follow the requirements of the National Quality Standards and the principles and practices of the Early Years Learning Framework, - Value and respect children, families , each other , community and the environment, - Develop partnerships with families by listening and supporting them in their role of nurturing children, - Be inclusive and respectful, - Listen and respond to children, parent, staff and community voice, - Provide a diverse environment that supports the opportunity for intentional teaching and include areas for both quiet and active play that promotes individual knowledge, strengths and interests, -  Make ourselves available to build and maintain close relationships with children, families, community and each other, - Encourage and support children to explore and learn through experiences, - Create an environment that is safe but allows children to challenge.              Reviewed 25/1/2019 in consultation with children, staff and families.  
	Quality area 1: Practice is embedded in service operation: Educators work collaboratively to ensure curriculum decision making consistency aligns with our site priorities, National Quality Standards, Early Years Learning Framework, departmental priorities, children and families interests and needs. We are deliberate and purposeful when planning and implementing small group learning on a daily basis to maximise children's oral language development. All educators understand and can articulate the research behind their practices including the importance of and evidence around conversational reading. Educators access their tools of knowledge to put into practice each day the 'Fill a Bucket' concept to support children to build on their skills, show empathy, care, understanding of others and to help their peers. All educators consistently demonstrate high expectations for children's learning aligned to the 5 Early Years Learning Framework outcomes, including literacy and numeracy skills and understandings, that will support them to be successful life long learners. Our planning cycle is now well established and all members of our team, parents and children are active participants in every step and stage of our planning cycle. Practice is informed by critical reflection: Our strong commitment to high quality practice at all times and continuous improvement stems from an ongoing journey of reflecting on our existing practice in light of current research, study tours (New Zealand & Reggio Emilia)  and the changing needs of our children and families; prompting us to make changes to educator's practice to maximise each child's growth over the 4 - 8 terms they may be with us. The influence of study tours has enabled educators to change routines, environments, language used and view children as active participants in designing programs to meet their learning needs and interests. As a team we reflected on our practice by analysing filming of group sessions and identified what we needed to change the way we facilitated group learning to incorporate smaller groups, building and fostering resilience, independence and confidence so educators are not 'rescuing' children but giving children the time to think, respond, ponder and question. Educators use their knowledge, observations, interviews with children and information from families to co-construct a meaningful program that support children's interests and learning needs. We currently meet each week to case manage children who are not referred for additional support but are struggling to engage and participate in learning opportunities. These children are identified through educator discussion and the close monitoring of children's progress and development.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community: One Child One Plan (OCOP) are mandated for Aboriginal, Guardianship and children identified with a disability. However we consistently develop individual plans for all children who attend our centre. These are developed in consultation with families during enrolment and the home visiting program to ensure all families are supported and contribute to decision making around their child's education. We firmly believe that building relationships with children and families supports their engagement in centre priorities and events. We have a very strong focus on Aboriginal Culture, with educators teaching children about Australia's history, and making the connections between past and present day way of life. We connect with local Aboriginal people and ensure Aboriginal perspectives are strong and visible at PLCC. We have taken a leading role with the Port Lincoln Preschools and Partnership to include Aboriginal perspectives in education sites. Port Lincoln Children's Centre establishes authentic partnerships with service providers and agencies who are really committed to improving outcomes for Aboriginal children and families. We engage with the Department for Education Special Education team to ensure support is accessed for children to actively participate in learning experiences, specifically with the Speech Pathologist to observe, assess and provide targeted goals for individual children and whole centre goals to increase the outcomes for all children.   
	Quality area 2: Practice is embedded in service operations: Port Lincoln Children's Centre has set routines for meal times which support children to know the difference between morning tea/snack time and lunch. PLCC promotes healthy food options and parents are informed on enrolment about these healthy options and reminders are included in newsletter at least once a term. Educators are aware of assisting children with toileting and are attuned to triggers or specific behaviours as a signal or indicator the child needs to go to the toilet. High expectations for children's learning and understanding of safety is expected as part of discussions and preparations for excursions or specific activities at the centre. Children's thoughts and ideas are recorded to gain their understanding of risks, benefits and solutions for a specific topic such as an excursion on the bus to Winters Hill. Outside checks are completed daily before children go out to play to ensure children are protected from harm and hazards. Hazards are reported and attended to in a timely manner. Excursion preparations are conducted to ensure children's safety whilst on the excursion, which includes risk assessments, consents, contact numbers, first aid & asthma kit and mobile phone. Practice is informed by critical reflection: After the NZ study tour in 2017, we reflected on our meal times and changed the way we approach meal times to make it more of an enjoyable occasion for children and educators. Children now confidently assist in preparing the table with vase of flowers, cups and bowls or a fruit platter. This ritual has changed the atmosphere and responsibility of meal time interactions.  During term 3 2019, we realised that there were children who were not engaging, so upon reflection we began intentional small group learning focussing on naming emotions, expressing ideas/feelings and caring about others to support children's emotional and social well-being.    Children's well-being is a weekly agenda item for staff meetings and strategies are identified and implemented to support children including starting the process for referral to a psychologist or speech pathologist. Children are identified for regular case management meetings with staff to ensure each child is engaged and participating in learning experiences. In 2016, our site had an unfortunate incident involving a child left on the bus at the conclusion of the day. This prompted a complete overhaul of our policies and procedures in liaison with our Education Director, Early Childhood Leader, Incident Management Unit, educators and Governing Committee. Whilst traumatic at the time, this process has resulted in the development of a  comprehensive Bus Transportation Policy, procedure, AM & PM bus attendance checklist, parent consent to use bus, which is routinely reviewed and is part of our annual induction process. An annual risk assessment which is sent to the Department for Education endorsement is an additional measure to mitigate risks.  We have been called upon within and outside of our Partnership to provide our Bus Transportation policy, checklists and consent to other sites, as an example of best practice. We have not had another incident since implementing this new policy and procedure.Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:  We consistently work with families to identify any learning or developmental needs for children. We have processes in place to ensure children's health or learning concerns are identified and a referral process is activated.  We have a respectful and authentic relationship with the Port Lincoln Aboriginal Health Service to implement a Healthy Kids Clinic that occurs on a weekly basis. A Child and Maternal Health worker attends to conduct general health checks.  A Doctor or Aboriginal Health workers may attend for specific clinical checks. in 2019, Eyre Eye Centre attended and conducted free eye checks for all children and a few were identified for further follow up with an Optometrist. This partnership has positioned PLCC to work with PLAHS to identify children with hearing, sight and learning needs that can be addressed early.  All educators have a deep understanding of children with additional needs and their eating habits are catered for on an individual basis. For example, one child specifically does not eat during the day so after discussions with her mother we ensured a support worker monitors her eating and drinking habits throughout the day. Educators encourage and remind the child to eat and drink at regular intervals and the child's eating and drinking is communicated to her mother at drop off times. We have a shared morning tea which enables children to have daily intakes of dairy and fruit. Hot meals are provided for children at a low cost which enables children the opportunity to have a healthy meal with educators encouraging children to try new food items.  
	Quality area 3: Practice is embedded in service operations: We consistently maintain a safe, clean and well maintained environment supported by the centres policies and procedures and regular maintenance schedule. Our staff demonstrate an ongoing commitment to caring for the natural environment and fostering environmental awareness and responsibility. We have one staff member in particular who takes the lead on this and inspires and motivates the rest of the staff. Sustainable practices are a regular and ongoing feature of our learning program at PLCC. This includes using scrap fruit and veg and shredded paper for composting, a worm farm, collecting food scraps for a family of chooks, rain water tanks for water play, gardening, recycling books from shops to give to families, growing fresh produce to use in our kitchen and children can take home excess produce. All educators are able to explain how the design of our environment including the selection of furniture, equipment and resources supports safe and inclusive access by all children and promotes each child's full engagement with the program. Practice is informed by critical reflection: Educators have engaged with the RRR Active Learning Environment scale and this coupled with research around nature play, Reggio principles and NZ study tour prompted us to create more inspiring, natural and calming learning spaces. We recognised that we had an overload of visual distractions indoors, therefore we started to declutter the environment and prioritised what was important to display, including the necessary visual supports for children with additional needs and adequate sound proofing for children with hearing concerns. Outdoors we have developed more small world play opportunities, story tables for oral language and incorporated a jetty which reflects the lives of our children in our fishing community. Due to the fact our centre is an integrated service with preschool and long day care operating side by side, we have reflected on the provision of materials and resources to ensure they are developmentally appropriate for children ranging from 6mths to school age. We purchased some lower wooden tables & chairs so that our younger children could access quality learning experiences. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community: We are very proud of our amazing indoor and outdoor spaces of which the design reflects the unique geographical, cultural and community context of the service. The Reconciliation garden for example is readily used by families for centre events including family nights and cooking kangaroo tails, frymar and damper in our fire pit.  We actively take children's learning out in to the community to build their general knowledge, oral language skills and cultural identity including our recent walk along the Parnkalla Walking Trail to find "Indigenous" plants that the local Barngarla people used for food and medicine. We also visited the local Port Lincoln Aboriginal Community Council to learn about the history of Port Lincoln and the Aboriginal people. We visit a local beach to listen to an Ocean Warrior who is a Traditional Owner talk about the importance of picking up small bits of plastic so it doesn't enter these areas where sea creatures can swallow.     
	Quality area 4: Practice is embedded in service operations: The Preschool Director has been continuously employed since 2007 by the Department for Education (DfE).  In addition, the core  permanent teaching staff provide continuity for children and families, as a high proportion of our Aboriginal families have had 2-4 children enrolled in preschool over the years. Our consistent staffing arrangements have enabled PLCC to develop a leadership team to oversee the teaching and learning. We have rosters to ensure children are adequately supervised during the day and over staff lunch breaks. Educator continuity has facilitated respectful and responsive relationships with all children and a seamless transition as children move through the Childcare, 3 year old and then 4 year old kindy program.  As a ritual, we all participate in an re-induction at the commencement of every year and an induction on employment with a comprehensive staff handbook that informs new staff of our Philosophy, priorities, WHS, and general management and responsibilities. Educators birthdays, individual and whole of centre achievements are celebrated with morning teas or luncheons with families and community invited to attend. At PLCC, we consistently nurture a strong sense of belonging where each child and family feel welcome and culturally safe; this has been noticed and mentioned by our many visitors, both familiar and external, that the climate is welcoming and inclusive.  They have noted the positive relationships between educators, educators and children  including the respectful behaviours and words spoken.  Practice is informed by critical reflection:  In 2016, the teachers identified that all educators in preschool have different experiences and knowledge of children's developmental needs and strengths to inform programs for learning. One of the teachers approached the Director to change rosters to include non-contact time for all educators on the weekly roster to plan and design individual programs for children in addition to group planning on Wednesday afternoons. This has been a successful  strategy and highlights a culture that values the knowledge and expertise of one another, enabling educators to consistently tailor learning programs for individual children, including children with specific learning needs. Educators meet weekly as a team to reflect, discuss and respectfully  challenge one another's thinking, demonstrating our strong commitment to continuous improvement. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community: The Governing Committee consistently employs additional staff to ensure children have access to targeted learning experiences. These staff assist teachers to implement a home visiting program with families to encourage and support their participation in decision making about children's learning and involvement in centre events. Educators continually draw on the knowledge of parents to inform their child's day and learning experiences.  A strong partnership between parents and staff exists, and parents are comfortable to approach all staff around any issues or concerns relating to their child's learning and development.  Staff consistently treat all information around sensitive issues with the high level of confidentiality and work closely with external agencies to prioritise children's safety and well-being and family support.   
	Quality area 5: Practice is embedded in service operations: After reflecting on our daily practice and interactions with the children, we agreed to develop daily routines that would enable children to feel safe, secure, confident and included. These routines include welcoming children and parents, encouraging children to find their name and select a locker, unpacking their lunch and snack items that need to go in the fridge, writing their name on their food items, packing their bag in locker, signing in for the day. The helper of the day routine builds children's confidence and social interactions as the helper greets each child and educator by name, counts how many children are at kindy, helps to find the digits that show the amount of children at kindy and helping to select the day of week.  All educators are consistently attuned to each child's emotional wellbeing on arrival and respectfully discuss with parent, the child's emotions/ behaviour that may influence the child's engagement and interactions throughout the day.  Practice is informed by critical reflection: All educators have a strong commitment to high quality practice at all times and continuous improvement which is reflected in our daily routines of small group intentional teaching times. Implementing daily small groups came after reflecting on children's learning outcomes, hearing, speech and language concerns. We identified that the smaller the group the more likely children would be active participants.  The relationships between educator and children became more meaningful and respectful as each child in a small group had the opportunity to voice their thoughts, ideas and wonderings about a specific topic or text.Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:  Educators draw inspiration from our unique environment, our cultural and community relationships to ensure our children and families know they are valued. We are proud of our relationship with the Aboriginal community that enables all of our children to engage and learn more about Aboriginal culture. Educators are deliberate, intentional and purposeful when working with parents to have input into their child's individual learning plan. One aspect of the ILP is asking parents about their culture and heritage so that we can include it in our centre. The ILP information is used to populate the online One Child One Plan which is mandatory for all Aboriginal, Guardianship children and children with a disability. However we gather the ILP information for all children at PLCC to ensure educators design individualised learning programs. This also enables the seamless transition for the families that enrol children in PLCC Child Care program then 3 yr old kindy and/ or 4 yr old preschool program, as the information is shared between programs and educators collaborate to be responsive and flexible to support transition points for children and families.  
	Quality area 6: Practice is embedded in service operations: Our initial enrolment process required strengthening and following our bus incident in 2016, this indicated we did not have an effective bus procedure. After collaborating with the Education Director, Early Childhood Leader, Governing Committee, Parents , Staff and DfE Incident Management Unit to review our policy and procedure, we now have an effective and well established enrolment process that includes a comprehensive bus induction for educators, bus driver and parents, and that can be implemented by our Aboriginal lead teachers if the Director is not available. Educators consistently tailor learning programs and small group sessions to the needs and interests of children which includes high levels of engagement with our Speech Therapist to devise consistent approaches and goals for the whole group and individual children.  Practice is informed by critical reflection: In 2016, we noticed that a high number of our children (28/ 41) required some level of speech and language support. This started our collective journey with our Speech Therapist, to increase outcomes for children and to review our practice and pedagogy to ensure all children showed growth over the 4 terms before starting school. With support and guidance from DfE Speech Therapist, we changed our routines and group learning. At a Literacy professional learning day at Wudinna, the Speech team introduced an Emergent Literacy tool for planning for literacy concepts. We have since used this tool when planning for small group sessions with a focus book. Educators have committed to high expectations for literacy and after regular meetings with DfE Speech Therapist, they now have the ability and knowledge to select books that have relevant tier 2 words and can plan experiences that extend children's use and understanding of words, general knowledge, community awareness and can align these experiences with the Early Years frameworks and departmental priorities. After reflecting on the amount of resources and support we receive from our families and community we decided to fund raise for other early childhood services. We have since held garages sales to raise funds to purchase resources for a childcare centre in Queensland that was affected by floods in 2011, Gerard Aboriginal Creche in 2015 and Little Bags of Hope which is a local charity that provides bags of items for children in out of home care in 2019. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community: Our partnership with DfE Speech team, Early Years Professional Learning Community, Port Lincoln Aboriginal Health Service (PLAHS)  and Port Lincoln Aboriginal Community Council is founded upon a collective and shared commitment to improving outcomes for all children.  Our collaboration with DfE Speech Therapist has significantly improved speech and language outcomes for children with support from their parents for referral process. Our partnership with PLAHS has provide our children with opportunities to participate in regular general health checks which have included an eye check by an Optometrist. The Eyre Eye Centre Optometrist has identified children for further assessment that will be followed up by PLAHS and parents. These partnerships have significantly improved outcomes for children through the early identification,  assessment and follow up when required, which otherwise may not have been identified until children had their before school checks at 5years. Our relationship with PLAHS over the years extends to them donating back packs, lunch boxes and water bottles as Graduation Gifts for our children starting school the following year. Our Graduation Ceremony is well attended by families and community members to celebrate the children. 
	Quality area 7: Practice is embedded in service operations: PLCC has systems in place to review the philosophy statement each year by inviting families and governing committee members to be involved in reviewing our philosophy statement at our planning day, via email with related questions to each quality area, during home visits as well as in our newsletter. Children are also actively consulted in the review of the philosophy where they are asked what do you like to do and learn about at kindy?  What makes a great kindy? Human Resource systems are in place to retain staff, manage relief pool, sick, annual and long service leave, and to access professional development updates such as WHS through the departmental PLINK portal.  The Director builds and continually promotes and provides opportunities for all educators to develop as professionals. Each year educators are recommended to attend conferences or study tours that will inform their practice, expose them to current research and increase their professional knowledge that will build on their own experiences and knowledge to provide a high quality and meaningful learning program for children and families. Practice is informed by critical reflection: In 2015 the Director identified that outcomes for children were not showing much growth over the 12 months before starting school. As a team we reflected on why this was happening and decided to have a leadership team to lead the learning, focussing initially on literacy, numeracy and learning dispositions.  In 2016 a leadership team was established to support the learning for educators and children. This enabled all educators to be valued and their expertise and interests acknowledged. Since 2016 the teachers have taken on roles to lead specific curriculum areas such as Literacy, Oral Language/conversational reading, Numeracy, Critical & Creative Thinking, Child Protection and Sustainability. As each year progresses it becomes a natural part of planning where one teacher will automatically take the lead in specific areas as their strengths and knowledge enhances the learning for all children and educators.Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community: The Director is a Public Education Award winner and a Premiers Excellence in Public Values Award winner, both received in 2017. These awards reflect the dedication, respect, relationships, cultural and community context of our service. The community partnerships we established are strengthened each year to ensure outcomes for children are enhanced by these partnerships.  One of our Aboriginal teachers was a Finalist in the 2019 Public Education Awards for the way she builds and maintains partnerships with families, support and enables parents to have a voice, review the philosophy statement, and participate in decision making about their child's educational needs. PLCC has a strong commitment from Governing Committee members to make good decisions that affect children's learning environments and staff professional development. After many years as a Management Committee they changed their name to Governing Committee to reflect both Preschool and Childcare as separate programs. They have since separated the agenda items in to child care and kindy as we only have one committee who manages both programs. Child Care business is dealt with first then Preschool business is next and both sections are minuted  
	Year: 0
	name of centre: PORT LINCOLN CHILDREN'S CENTRE
	Picture_upload: 
	Challenge of practice 1: If we build educator knowledge of the conceptual development relating to number sense and implement high impact teaching strategies, then we will increase children's understanding of number sense and ability to make connections across mathematical concepts
	Actions goal 1_1: Educators to become familiar with Numeracy guidebook: Strategy 2.1 plus Trusting the Count Best. skills to be worked on include 1. subitising - collections up to 5, 2. understanding  countable units of 1, 3. arrangement of collections, 4. numbers 1-10
	NQS link goal 1_1: QA 4.2.2
	Timeline_goal 1_1: term 4            2019
	Resources goal 1_1: Numeracy guidebookTrust the count Best Advice paperLisa Jane O'Connor/ Mark Trainer
	Actions goal 1_3: Weekly planning in depth for small groups - to develop session cards to assist each educator to know the intention and how to implement session
	NQS link goal 1_3: QA 1.2.1
	Actions goal 1_2: Develop an agreement for numeracy planning for 2020 - number sense - how are we going to implement this and what are we going to do, how are we going to track children's learning 
	NQS link goal 1_2: QA 7.2.3
	Timeline_goal 1_2: term 4     2019term 1     2020
	Resources goal 1_2: Numeracy guidebook 
	Responsibility goal 1_2: Director, teachers, early childhood educators
	Responsibility goal 1_1: Director, teachers, early childhood educators
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